CPC TESTS


Mon., Jan. 9  KPDI-1070 Wichita, Kansas 0100-0200 w/10Kw ND. Will use open carrier w/tone every 15 minutes, followed by test w Test. NO music. Reports to: Clifford W. Koch, Corporate Engineer, KPDI, Box 1402, zip 67201. Arranged: Ron Musco.


Mon., Jan. 23  WJAR-920 Providence, R.I. 0400-0430 w/5000w ND. Tones, odd mx, many code IDs. Reports: Craig Healy, Radio Engineer, WJAR, 176 Weybosset St., zip 02903. Arranged: Craig Healy (NRC/IRCA)

Mon., Jan. 30  KXXR-1440 Spokane, Wash. 0400-0500 w/1000w ND. Tones, voice and sound effects, music. Prepaid calls: (509) 826-0100. Reports to: Robert Chopping, GM, KAST, Box 445, zip 97103. Arranged: Pete Nolan, GWDXA (also member NRC, IRCA)

Mon., Feb. 14  KAST-1370 Astoria, Ore. 0315-0430, 1100w ND. Tones, voice, and mentions of GWDXA. Prepaid calls to: (503) 325-2911. Reports to Robert Chopping, GM, KAST, Box 445, zip 97103. Arranged: Pete Nolan, GWDXA (also member NRC, IRCA)

Mon., Feb. 20  KOMW-680 Omak, Wash. 0300-0400, 5000w ND. Tones, voice IDs. Prepaid calls: (509) 826-0100. Reports to Jerry Robinson, CE, KOMW, Box 151, zip 98841. Arranged: Pete Nolan, GWDXA. NOTE: Mr. Robinson is very interested in tapes and overseas reports.

Mon., Mar. 20  KIRO-710 Seattle, Wash. 0330-0730 approx. Proof of performance, tones, IDs. 50Kw ND; 10Kw on auxiliary transmitter from 0700. Reports: David Hubert, CE, KIRO, 3rd & Broad Streets, zip 98121. Arranged: Eddie Ryan (GWDXA)

Thanks to all who arranged tests. Keep up the good work.
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DOMESTIC DX DIGEST

Hi all,

Though this will hit print in January, it's being typed during the holidays. And no, my being in the holiday spirit does **not** imply that I am drunk, hi. I guess that this is really a New Year's issue, and is a new year, a new way, a new DX Digest. The new issue will mark my first anniversary as DX Digest editor, so this is both the final issue of 1977 and the final issue of my first year. It's been a lot of fun, and I hope to continue at least as Editor for at least another year (if my inferior typing will cooperate, hi!). Since I seem to be too busy to get off a real Musing (sorry, Ernie, hi!), I think I'll take some space here to give my "year-end" report on the progress of the DX Digest, and to outline the plans for 1978.

As an introduction, here is my first DX (if it can be called that, hi!) on the night of December 30, 1977, when I picked up K60 in Casper, Wyoming. I had been waiting all year to make contact with this elusive station, which I knew would be a bit of fun, and I planned to make a note of the occasion for Christmas this year. My pursuit of rare signals became more organized in August 1973, and I joined my first radio club, InCA, in December of that year. At the same time, a neighbor and good friend joined NWC, and we traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletins for about a year until March, 1975, when I became a member of the California DX Club. We traded bulletin...
Thanks Steve: Since there’s been no stated policy on daytime loggings, I will so state: Yes, daytime reports are welcome in DDXD. The only difference will be that there may be a slight delay in their printing if space/time considerations so dictate.

It’s not over yet! I also have a couple of special “foreign” reports from Europe, one from Swedish DXer Ingve Nattsson, and one from Mark Connelly including DX from a holiday in Ireland:

First, Mark’s loggings:

**Central Zone**

1020 KBCQ NY (E) ed by listener. 12/10 0000 w/sdx. Ed sent that they will send each 1st in the listener w/most distant postmark an LP. Any DXers willing to try? (Du-Ix) I’m not sure I want one, hi. ECR... Biggie section there: thanks Charles, hi... ECR.

**Eastern Zone**

CBN 568 WEEDINGTON, 10/10 gd w/3x 0229, lcl w/3G off. (MI-RJ)
KI 569 MISSISSIPPI, 10/17 fr w/ID in rr 0631, bsl splash from HLC. 0630, (MI-RJ)
KGRD 570 PARDO, 11/5 0557, ID, wx. (JGF-MI)
RST 571 LUTZ, 11/2 0417, ID, ex. (JGF-MI) (MI-T)
Wise 572 LEADING, 10/10 fr w/"WEE" rxtine in 10:07 1800, MHD null
Baker 930 BAKERSFIELD, 12/4 NEC nx, Log says Ale/G/F/UPI-everything but;
KIMN 931 CHANDLER, 11/2 0625, ID. (JGF-MI)
WERC 932 GIRARD, 11/7 0408, KIMN contest ad. (JGF-MI)
WXN 933 KIMN, 11/7 0525, ID. (JGF-MI)
WHO 934 BAKERSFIELD, 11/2 0612, ID. (JGF-MI)
WITS 935 KATLA, 12/14 0403 W/C, lcl ad, lsc. Can 0140. (MI-MD)
WFXC 936 NY. 11/21 0401 ID fr U/CGB. (JGF-MI)
WCGQ 937 KOX, 9/12 0420-68 feature LP Beatles for sale. (KR)
WCGG WITZ QTH W/ID, 11/2 2218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCMX 938 WITZ, 12/4 0430, Nemone. (JGF-MI)
WNB 950 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WPHU 951 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCB 952 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WHS 953 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCMX 954 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 955 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 956 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 957 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 958 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 959 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 960 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 961 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 962 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 963 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 964 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 965 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 966 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 967 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 968 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 969 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 970 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 971 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 972 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 973 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 974 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 975 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 976 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 977 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 978 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 979 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 980 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 981 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 982 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 983 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 984 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 985 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 986 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 987 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 988 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 989 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 990 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 991 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 992 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 993 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 994 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 995 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 996 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG 997 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 998 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNB 999 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WNCX 1000 WITZ, 11/25 0218 ID, WO 0950, ID. (JGF-MI)
WCGG
This is the text of the document.
Here we are again. A huge column this week so straight to the DX. One note-12/24 I extended the Beverage antenna from 1400 feet to 1900 feet and the extra length made quite a difference in gain and directivity. Details below.

530 UNID weak s/t looping DU 1355 12/22 had vocal mx; still there at 1400 w/talk (DU accented EE). Nothing listed as being on at this hour. (Toner)

545 DOMINICA R. Jumbo vy strong at 1456 12/23. (Allen) Roseau loud w/FF talk by man 0036 12/21. (Connelly)

548 ALGERIA Deer fair w/AA mx 2243 12/22. (Connelly)

550 ST. KITTS Basseterre ZIZ fair w/fective Caribbean mx 0035 12/21. (Connelly)

555 ST. KITTS Basseterre ZIZ fair w/fective Caribbean mx 0035 12/21. (Connelly)

611 MOROCCO Sebaa-Aioun seemingly back on 611 ex 612, QRM from others 0455 12/23. (Connelly)

638 SPAIN Barcelona poor w/end 1225-1233 OM in JJ. (Vernon)

655 NORTH KOREA R. Pyongyang barely making it 1450 12/21. 0539 12/23. (Tomer)

690 JAPAN JOAB w/local mx 2247 12/26. (Vernon)

840 AUSTRALIA Rockhampton 4RK in w/excellent sig 1350 12/22. cl mx, (840 continued) ABC regional ID and 6 pips 1400 followed by monsoon storm warning, then ABC Radio Three anct 11/10 0700, sometimes quite strong. Good 0722 12/16 w/local nx and wx in EE. (Toner) 12/19 0756 per phone tip from Gary Atkins in Louisville. Gary called to see whether a West Coast DX'er could hear what he thought was this station and confirm his reception. I tuned to 844 and we compared signals; they sounded the same. It was a good sig w/ID on the hour in Gilbertese. This was followed by mx. 789 was heard as SS sig with some QRN. WHAS of Louisville w/ID in EE w/mx, then w/jobs available and wx, faddlj till 0621 when OM commentry hrd. 0626 mx (native kind), similar and the same as G.S. Isles. Strange reception w/TA's in too at same time! (Vernon) R. Thompkins w-native sounds at 2035 12/12. (Allen) GUATEMALA TOX R. Ciro's dominating 850 w/no sign of the Colombian 0655 12/9, many ID's. (Hutton)

PEL PERU Lima R. Nacional, hear a carrier and sometimes weak audio often here evenings, no ID yet. SS and loops that way. (Toner) For what it's worth, Lima is about 100 hertz high-CH.

NEW ZEALAND 1Y2 Rotorua 12/10. 1000+ "National Net" ID, then OM introducing bad weather "This thru und 0621... (Allen) FRANCE Paris Villebon 12/7 0637 weak, but OM in FF noted. (Vernon) Australia Brimbank 48H fair 1405 12/14 w/end of mx; hrdd w/EZL, local spots until 1145. Assumed the source of weak DU looping EZL heard 1425-1440 12/21. (Toner)

CUBA CMAF 12/19 0858 w/talk and mx. No apparent ID on the hour. (Lobe)

BELGIUM DHR BBC Radio Four 12/7 0651, OM w/many mx features including an item that a Welshman was voted "Steward of the Year" for the first time, Pips 0700, then mx. (Vernon)

COLOMBIA HJCE La Voz de Bogota 5X 12/12. (Allen) For those not familiar w/t tan terminology, 5X is a loud sign-ID. CH/1215 0904 w/SA, mx good, sig w/some QRN. Some WLS QRN. (Lobe)

HAITI HVRN R. Nouveau Monde thunderous 12-23 at 2330 w/echoed ID's by male, then 1st ID by female mentioning calls, slogan, and freq of 910 kHz. (Hutton)

ENGLAND BBC poor w/man in EE thru sloop 2255 12/22. (Connelly)

SURINAM (tentative) likely Nieuw Nickerie here 0415-0430 12/20, looping that direction. (Toner)

SPAIN (tentative) R. Yves fair w/native SS vocal version of 1966 ecology song "Tar and Cement", then SS talk by female mentioning calls, slogan, and freq of 910 kHz. (Hutton)

JAPAN JOAB Tokyo 12/4 1225-1233 OM in JJ, probably reading a story 0500 12/27. (Vernon)

PORTUGAL Norte fair w/terminal mx, then man in FP o/CMM 1205 12/14. Good w/SA male PP vocal 0554 12/20. (Connelly)

VENUEZUELA Porlamar YNOE like a local, alone on channel; ads for Porlamar area. R. Visiona ID 2243 12/22. (Connelly)

SURINAM (??) DU sounding talk 0415-0430 12/20, looping that direction. (Toner)

SPAIN (tentative) R. Yves fair w/native SS vocal version of 1966 ecology song "Tar and Cement", then SS talk by man 0555 12/20. (Connelly)

UPPER VOLTA Ougadougou fair w/native mx and wailing, then repeat fire talk. 0517 12/23. (Connelly)

JAPAN JOIB Sapporo 12/11 1142 OM in JJ //770, 830, o/FKOD during a rare fade. (Vernon)

NIGERIA Managua YAX strong 0430-0440 1230 w/SA and US vocals, mostly in English. "Barbados" and "Barbados" w/plain 'Ekei' ID's and mx. 89th sig, better than in a long time. (V.W.)

PORTUGAL Lisboa good w/c piano mx 0/WWJ sloop 0056 12/20. (Connelly)

COLOMBIA Bogota R. UJAJ still off freq; atop WJR w/ridiculous LA mx 2247 12/20. (V.W.)

SUGENEL Dakar loud w/vml AA talk 2245 12/14; few other TA's noted. Weak w/talk by man 0558 12/20. (Connelly)

JAPAN JOUB Akita strong 1305 12/15 w/M. (Toner)

ESPAIN Caceres et al pc/p air/fm w/tube pip's, then SS talk, in severe WABC sloop 0500 12/23.

COSTA RICA R. DTW good w/US rock 0288 12/15. (Toner)

JAPAN Muraoran JOQI fair 1200 w/"JOQI" ID, 31p. (Toner)

PORTUGAL Miramar fair/good w/man in PP, then ballad mx 2252 12/22. MOROCCO Rabat fair w/AA male vocal 0154 12/14. AA chancing and flutes fair/good 0012 12/20. Strong w/female AA chancing r/o rough grwo 2202 12/22. (Toner, last two)

ANDORRA La Viera surfaceing o/normally dominant Morocco; woman w/mx in PP w/very 0500 12/22. (Connelly)

JAPAN Muroran JOII fair 1200 w/"JOII" ID, 31p. (Toner)

PORTUGAL Miramar fair/good w/man in PP, then ballad mx 2252 12/22. MOROCCO Rabat fair w/AA male vocal 0154 12/14. AA chancing and flutes fair/good 0012 12/20. Strong w/female AA chancing r/o rough grwo 2202 12/22. (Toner, last two)

BELIZE Belize City w/USA car 0445 12/20, excellent sig-no TVI due to flying objects? (Toner)

AUSTRALIA Rockhampton 4RK in w/excellent sig 1350 12/22. cl mx,
CUBA CMHA Onda Musical, must be this heard w/Cuban NA 0500 12/24.  
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HIRL R. Exitos totally on top 12/20 at 0340 on and now my dominant on the freq. (Hutton, last two)

VENEZUELA WCMV Ondas del Carbon on 1150 to 1145 all 12/25 AM playing MoH SS mx, ID's after almost every song. (Hutton)

COLOMBIA HJR R. Aeropuerto w/weak ID 1020 12/19, heard them also at 1004 and it sounded like they had just signed on. (Hutton)

JAPAN Osaka JOOR fair 1135-1145 12/15; US pods and JF talk. (Tomer)

MOROCCO Agadir unusually loud w/male AA chanting 2352 12/22. (Connelly)

PAHAMA Ondas Tropical with many commercials and ID's 0205-1230 12/20. Fine freq. in ID helped me on one.

CUBA CMXL R. Reloj mixing w/VOZ and - slightly off freq HFNJ 12/19 at 0610. (Hutton)

CAYMAN ISL R. full channel w/sinatra-type song, SAH from presumed France 2223 12/20. (Connelly) R. Cayman w/rlg pgs in PM 1130-1215 12/15. (Allen)

FRANCE Bordeaux good w/YL in FF, then East European style gypsy music 0505 12/20. (Conelly)

UNID soft mx here, possibly the Cuban formerly on 1206.8 12/20.

CUBA unlisted R. La Voz de la Huila. WCAU has been off MW's 12/12, 19, and 26; La Voz Amiga usually good each AM and on 12/19 HJFR was heard with 2 weak ID's. (Hutton)

CUBA CMXL R. Moron many ID's 0800-0815 12/15. (Allen)

GREAT BRITAIN BBC very good w/rock mix 2211 12/21. (Connelly)

COLOMBIA HDJF R. Vision, Barranquilla w/poor ID 0453 12/19. (Hutton)

COSTA RICA TIPJ R. Nueva Victoria, San Francisco de Heredia good 12/23 at 0415 and it sounded like they had just signed on.

GREAT BRITAIN BBC complete ID.

CUBA unlisted R. Haiti Inter, Port-Au-Prince rules 1330, good 12/24 0453. Off freq about 100 Hz.

ALBANIA Lushnje weak in slop 2211 12/20. (Connelly)

PHOENIX ISLAND Canton WXLE w/freq s/off 0523 noted 12/24. Voz mixing on second report. (Allen) Nice catch-CH.

DANISH RC's of their foreign stations are all similar.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HIRL R. Santiago, on 12/19 HJFR was heard with 2 weak ID's. (Hutton)


DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HIRL R. San Juan good 0453 12/25 w/several taped ID's as "R. San Juan" and one mention of 5000 watts.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HIRL R. Exitos totally on top 12/20 at 0340 and now my dominant on the freq. (Tomer)

PARAGUAY R. Caudillos ID heard 0922 12/24, "en Republica Dominicana", but nothing else close listed in WMR. An absolutely positive on the ID. (Hutton)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HIRL R. San Juan good 0453 12/25 w/several taped ID's as "R. San Juan" and one mention of 5000 watts.
WE START WITH "SECOND REPORTS" THAT VARIOUS MEMBERS HAVE BEEN SENDING IN, TO GET EVERYBODY CAUGHT UP AT THE BEGINNING OF THE NEW YEAR. PLEASE REMEMBER, ONLY ONE MESSING PER ISSUE FOR MEMBERS, AND THERE'S A 30-LINE LIMIT! PLEASE DOUBLE SPACE AND STICK TO DISRELATED MATTER.

BILL HARDY - 2301 Pacific Avenue - Aberdeen, Washington - 98205
Sub: 12/3 SSS brought in KMM-1240 & KMM-1300: all I need now to finish Oregon are five stations, all Qt, three Qt's are SI, the other two are on 1450 (blocked by my local). But if word could have been wiped me off was at 9:30pm when KQO-1280 was loud w/o trace of usual KDF, so we spun to 1300 and all Qt, 7:14pm, KQO-790 very strong for 330 watts, w/SSB & two or three USA directives & SSB. 8:41, KOS-300 was briefly with last-day announcings on KDD & others, no sign of usually dominant KEK/KEK/KM5/CFK-1520, still 300 strong. I noticed something odd that I have never heard before. A quick spin of the dial showed normally loud KEK-1510, KDF-750, & even KEK-1160 almost inaudible! Californians such as KEK-550, KEK-680, & KDF-560 were in louder evidence than the weakened KQO-570. The Weather Map that day had a 1490 front running E/W through Southern Oregon, then SE between Nevada & Utah; cold temperatures R-E, warmer stations S of the front. This setup is related to the "tropo" setup PM & TW fivers get near a weather front. So the above stations, normally Qt from Canadian stations, were there. At one point KQO-600 was wiped out, while California was in like Gangbusters, smaller Cal. & Mexican stations were in evidence through the reduced QRM. 9:17pm "Radio 63, KDDO" (definitely a D rather than an O) was loud and strong. But, very weak 200 normally quiet KDDO! 10:06pm, 910 had KMM strong loading S, & KDF loading E, no sign of nulls or the Canadians. About the same time, 920 had NO KOLI nor KOLL; just KDQ, NWS (W/Lakers NEWS), a semi-local KTJ which is not normally heard at night but was using KTJ because it's so weak against the normal 200. You may have noticed KEK-1520/1, 1290 & KMM-250 very strong & fast, with KEK-1530, 1290, & KMM-250 very weak. The above stations were back to normal levels after midnight EST. At 920 I have never heard in QT that KTJ - a lingering effect of an evening with most unusual CKX. 7:30. Merry Christmas, Happy Chanukah, & Happy New Year.

CHARLES GEOS - 6107 Howard - Dallas, Texas - 75227
I heard another New Mexico station on the 10th at midnight KEL, K25Q. The station was running quite a few dots for listeners. They mentioned they would send a 200 EP to the listener with their call. Their station was of state license,经营者 were the only ones who was in control. The station also sent me a bumper sticker. A friend of mine is starting an all-band club for Texas and other stations in the state. If you have an interest in joining or know someone, please write to Allen Newton, 616-2 Arcadia, 700, Hurst, Texas, 76053. Allen Newton is a ham operator & has worked as an announcer at WDQ, WICX, KM22-PM, & KFKA. I am enjoying the spoof on KMM-320. On the 12th I ran ELT and heard someone using KMM-320, and I did not hear any cutes, etc. Also, do you have any idea of where the KMM-320 is located? Could it be closer to the spot where the transmitter on R. Nicaragua-750? They have tried all the ways I could to send a contact card. Has anyone ever gotten a verti from them? I am glad to know that the DX SASEs will keep on coming even though I am not in any way tied with the station. SASE's are still hot. As for now I will go back to my XR to try to pull in some new stations. 73's.

JACK FAULKNER - 237 East Division - Rockford, Michigan - 49341
DI has collapsed this past week, & I am starting to get frustrated! The whole band sounds like the GT frequencies & to top it off, not ONE CEG TEST has been heard yet. DI like this make grown men cry. I received the "Spanish Reception Reports" publication put out by the CEG committee, as well as a couple of CEG QSL cards. I think I have wait to see the next DI, 7:11pm. Anyone building the KMM Loop needs an azimuth bearing circle, drop me a line & we'll work out a joint order to the company mentioned in the #5 issue of DI NEWS. The recent installments of "Spanish Reception Reports" publication put out by the CEG committee, as well as a couple of CEG QSL cards. I think I have wait to see the next DI, 7:11pm. Anyone building the KMM Loop needs an azimuth bearing circle, drop me a line & we'll work out a joint order to the company mentioned in the #5 issue of DI NEWS.

Faulkner (f Faulkner) technical, SASE means self-addressed stamped envelope. A cry is going out to all Radio Shack TFZ owners! Four in those closets since that will be the only way to convey my parents to be my one this Christmas. I can just hear then say, "What? You want ANOTHER radio?"

PAUL HILL - 2220 West Highway 326 - Westport, Kentucky - 40073
"Radio 63, KDDO" (definitely a D rather than an O) was loud and strong. But, very weak 200 normally quiet KDDO! 10:06pm, 910 had KMM strong loading S, & KDF loading E, no sign of nulls or the Canadians. About the same time, 920 had NO KOLI nor KOLL; just KDQ, NWS (W/Lakers NEWS), a semi-local KTJ which is not normally heard at night but was using KTJ because it's so weak against the normal 200. You may have noticed KEK-1520/1, 1290 & KMM-250 very strong & fast, with KEK-1530, 1290, & KMM-250 very weak. The above stations were back to normal levels after midnight EST. At 920 I have never heard in QT that KTJ - a lingering effect of an evening with most unusual CKX. 7:30. Merry Christmas, Happy Chanukah, & Happy New Year.

PAUL HILL - 2220 West Highway 326 - Westport, Kentucky - 40073
I heard another New Mexico station on the 10th at midnight KEL, K25Q. The station was running quite a few dots for listeners. They mentioned they would send a 200 EP to the listener with their call. Their station was of state license,经营者 were the only ones who was in control. The station also sent me a bumper sticker. A friend of mine is starting an all-band club for Texas and other stations in the state. If you have an interest in joining or know someone, please write to Allen Newton, 616-2 Arcadia, 700, Hurst, Texas, 76053. Allen Newton is a ham operator & has worked as an announcer at WDQ, WICX, KM22-PM, & KFKA. I am enjoying the spoof on KMM-320. On the 12th I ran ELT and heard someone using KMM-320, and I did not hear any cutes, etc. Also, do you have any idea of where the KMM-320 is located? Could it be closer to the spot where the transmitter on R. Nicaragua-750? They have tried all the ways I could to send a contact card. Has anyone ever gotten a verti from them? I am glad to know that the DX SASEs will keep on coming even though I am not in any way tied with the station. SASE's are still hot. As for now I will go back to my XR to try to pull in some new stations. 73's.

JACK FAULKNER - 237 East Division - Rockford, Michigan - 49341
DI has collapsed this past week, & I am starting to get frustrated! The whole band sounds like the GT frequencies & to top it off, not ONE CEG TEST has been heard yet. DI like this make grown men cry. I received the "Spanish Reception Reports" publication put out by the CEG committee, as well as a couple of CEG QSL cards. I think I have wait to see the next DI, 7:11pm. Anyone building the KMM Loop needs an azimuth bearing circle, drop me a line & we'll work out a joint order to the company mentioned in the #5 issue of DI NEWS. The recent installments of "Spanish Reception Reports" publication put out by the CEG committee, as well as a couple of CEG QSL cards. I think I have wait to see the next DI, 7:11pm. Anyone building the KMM Loop needs an azimuth bearing circle, drop me a line & we'll work out a joint order to the company mentioned in the #5 issue of DI NEWS.
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GARY STYER - 2738 106th Street - Toledo, Ohio - 43611

A most enthusiastic Easter's Greetings to all as we move from the Christmas

Hannukah time to the New Year. I hope this time of year finds all NDCers in good sprits & getting much good DX. As long as 3:17 at 5 I hope you didn't have too much trouble at

Station 14 and 1215. I was playing a Police Dispatcher. I was officially appointed to this position on 1/7/82 but didn't assign

on a regular basis until 1/28.

My last day with Channel 100's Frontline wasn't was 1/23. The slightly more than two weeks from appointment till regular shift work was filled with getting

the service into 320. I was looking for a new position as it is one that

those who work in the public service field can take comfort in knowing that we are concerned to keep in some time to check the DX. Certainly many of the most pleasant

occasions in a long time has to be the disappearance of the 390 Cuban, AM.

Since that bit of news I've been listening to the DX, with the hope that I will hear of

a police dispatcher

hate to have you there.

Dave for his alertness to me, and Tom for the .

I've heard a few DX from the text.

soul DX which was heard on 12/11 soft 36pm. A Big Welcome to Bill to Gravel to this Club! Nice

have to have heard, in my opinion, to have

AM.

It was a good 1200 in a new program, also, I'm very

But I have called more on occasion & they say they will look into it & I then find they haven't

Conference & they were back DX. DX is certain of

happen to a certain extent, and I've been at least a day later.

Sorry I never could find out what DX was used to get a commitment for a 720 AM.

Am. of other recent goodies here are CBM-300 Salt., 730-700 Unt., on a test was 250-150 in Tex 11/23. A 315, 1600

River North

Missed 260 Waddell, 1215 at

I knew how to

DXing.

DX is not a name.

I neglected to mention others you've read of (or never heard of).

A 1520 in Pa. I heard then after

DX, but I had it hard to tell with all the images and junk from the Lafayette.

Last year I read an article in a

Get in touch, and you'll see. I miss out again on the 300.

I was effects giving up! I thought they were AM.

1300 sounds good with WFER off. They were back on 3-4, 73.

PAPA MOUNT - 671 Emerson Avenue - Teaneck, New Jersey - v/666 201-836-1193

I'd like to remind all of you All DXers of my QTH here on Sunday Jan. 15. We get going around 11/2 the go on until whatever. Periods include pool, hearts (will Alan Merri

loved you!), dinners & such. It is a place to get together, or are you willing to come up after 10, the 26th. It is a specific requirement of any dollars, however. It

2 TV DXers are welcome also. I hope to see you! I met John Knowles of Kentville, and Dave Williams of Dorchester at NCCER salt.

I decided to try til me they 2200 & evening meals could do this! 1980 they've heard on many stations. 11/10 in N.J., R Nederland, loud.

970, 700pm and of program, in foreign language. It is, also in the State of Virginia, I guess. Coming home from movies, 1:10pm in Bergenfield.

I told you several ST stations on 800 in a.m. voice so easily not CW. My DX is coming on several 10k DX 1045.

I heard on a longer DX 1108 in Waddell, 1120. I have

heard. WCM was mostly 8100 to 1110. It had been DXC.
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Reception was in the early 10s. I've had continued success with my DX equipment, and I've been able to make a number of contacts through my contacts in the DX community. It will be very hard to convince me that this is not a good idea.

Relocating to a new location will have some challenges. However, the equipment and methods I'm using are well established in the field.

These books are entitled "Physics of the Earth's Upper Atmosphere" (Prentice-Hall) and "Introduction to Ionospheric Physics" (Academic-Press). My reference to WR provides a bit of nostalgia for my early years in this field. However, there was an unfortunate interruption in the studies on propagation with the advent of VHF.

In recent years, many new studies have been resumed with aid of course, of rocket probes, orbiting satellites, and computer techniques. Also, for the attention of the serious student, the writer has recently acquired two excellent textbooks on this general subject, which I have opened up and read carefully. They are both excellent books.

I'm now at a stage where I'm looking for a new DX station. I have a number of older receivers that I'd like to sell. They are all very good and can be used for some special frequencies or for DX. I'm also interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DX and the DXF-110.

Jeff Rusten - 105 Lovell Drive - Charleston, West Virginia - 25371

I recently had a chance to hear the Panasonic RX-2200. The selectivity in the sharp position proved better than the JSP. With the RX-2200, I'm able to hear more DX than with my previous receiver. I'm also interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DXF-110.

Jeff Rusten - 105 Lovell Drive - Charleston, West Virginia - 25371

I recently heard a good CK to the 1st. 130-144 MHz. It was on the 110-120 MHz frequency. I'm very interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DXF-110.

Jeff Rusten - 105 Lovell Drive - Charleston, West Virginia - 25371

I recently heard a good CK to the 1st. 130-144 MHz. It was on the 110-120 MHz frequency. I'm very interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DXF-110.
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I recently heard a good CK to the 1st. 130-144 MHz. It was on the 110-120 MHz frequency. I'm very interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DXF-110.

Jeff Rusten - 105 Lovell Drive - Charleston, West Virginia - 25371

I recently heard a good CK to the 1st. 130-144 MHz. It was on the 110-120 MHz frequency. I'm very interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DXF-110.

Jeff Rusten - 105 Lovell Drive - Charleston, West Virginia - 25371

I recently heard a good CK to the 1st. 130-144 MHz. It was on the 110-120 MHz frequency. I'm very interested in DX with a Panasonic portable, the DXF-110.
The image contains a page of text, which appears to be a newspaper article or a letter. The text is printed in various fonts and sizes, and includes some abbreviations and acronyms. Without being able to see the full context or format of the document, it is difficult to provide a coherent transcription of the content. However, the text seems to be discussing various topics, possibly related to news events or personal observations. The content is not legible enough to be accurately transcribed.
As you can imagine, I was quite excited about the possibility of new DX. I thought I might even pull Cuba or 1950’s Jan 12, or maybe we could get a few more for Christmas. We had two more S/Ss, and the last DX was on the other side of the world. I was really jumping at the chance of DXing in any form.

I thought I might have to wait for some time, but no. I was able to find some more S/Ss and the last DX was on the other side of the world. I was really jumping at the chance of DXing in any form.
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CHAPTER XXVI - MAX SELLER, \* WANTED TO SHOOT THE COLD LAMPS OF THE EARLY LIGHTERS \* (Part 2) 

I've been floundering regularly since 1960, when I was just 11 years old. I had no idea that the classification of the 1960s existed until nearly ten years later. I thought it would have a harder, less obvious effect, but that was not to be.

One of the most interesting of the New Orleans was the "Great Louisiana" that was used in the 1960s. The Louisiana was the "Great Louisiana" that is used to this day.

Ivan, the name of my father's boat, is used to this day. It was the smallest of the Louisiana class, and was built in 1960.

The Louisiana was used to transport goods between New Orleans and the Gulf of Mexico. It was also used to transport goods to and from the neighboring countries of Mexico and Cuba.

The Louisiana was built in 1960, and was the smallest of the Louisiana class. It was built by the Louisiana Shipbuilding Company, and was the first of its kind to be built in the United States.

The Louisiana was 300 feet long, and had a displacement of 3,000 tons. It was powered by a single screw, and had a speed of 15 knots.

The Louisiana was used to transport goods between New Orleans and the Gulf of Mexico, and was also used to transport goods to and from the neighboring countries of Mexico and Cuba.

The Louisiana was built in 1960, and was the smallest of the Louisiana class. It was built by the Louisiana Shipbuilding Company, and was the first of its kind to be built in the United States.